ICU WORLD CHEERLEADING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Special Athlete Unified Divisions

JUDGE NO.______ TEAM NO.______ TEAM NAME__________________________

CHEER CRITERIA 10 POINTS
Crowd leading effort, use of signs, poms, or megaphone, practical use of skills and athletes skills to lead the crowd, execution (native language encouraged)

CHEERLEADING SKILLS PRESENTATION 20 POINTS
Use of any of the following: partner stunts, pyramids, tosses, tumbling & jumps–
• Number of special athletes used in each group skill 10 points
  (Range- less than 50% on average-up to 5 points, more than 50% on average up to 10 points)
• Execution of athlete skill incorporation 10 points

CHOREOGRAPHY 50 POINTS
Routine creativity for crowd effectiveness 20 points
Effective use of special athlete skills throughout routine 20 points
Synchronization, Variety 10 points

FLOW OF ROUTINE/TRANSITIONS 10 POINTS
Execution of routine components: flow, pace, timing of skills, transitions

OVERALL PRESENTATION, CROWD APPEAL, DANCE 10 POINTS
Overall presentation, showmanship, crowd effect

TOTAL POINTS (100)__________